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Here, for the first time, in his new book The Rage Against God, Peter Hitchens, brother of prominent

atheist Christopher Hitchens, chronicles his personal journey through disbelief into a committed

Christian faith. With unflinching openness and intellectual honesty, Hitchens describes the personal

loss and philosophical curiosity that led him to burn his Bible at prep school and embrace atheism in

its place. From there, he traces his experience as a journalist in Soviet Moscow, and the critical

observations that left him with more questions than answers, and more despair than hope for how to

live a meaningful life.With first-hand insight into the blurring of the line between politics and the

Church, Hitchens reveals the reasons why an honest assessment of Atheism cannot sustain

disbelief in God. In the process, he provides hope for all believers who, in the words of T. S. Eliot,

may discover â€œthe end of all our exploring will be to arrive where we started and know the place

for the first time.â€•
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I was attracted to read this book because of my familiarity with Peter Hitchens and his brother

Christopher Hitchens. Both have become public intellectuals of varying degree. And both, as it turns

out, have books being released this summer. I was excited when I got the opportunity to read this

book, so provocatively titled "The Rage Against God."This book is very much a testimonial (and an

apologetic as well) of a man's life lived in the rapidly changing Britain (and West) of the post-WWII

ear through today. Hitchens description of the Britain of his youth is accurate in the narrative of a

nation that has slowly ossified and changed from what was a person living in Great Britain would

have known prior to WWI. The public confidence in British institutions has greatly changed (witness

the wrangling over Princess Diana's death by Queen Elizabeth II, for example) The relevance of

Christian life in public life that was common-place and expected, whether at Christmas time or

Easter was unquestioned. Hitchens describes how these touchstones have rapidly disappeared to

the point where public pronouncements of religious faith are mocked and shunned to the extent that

expression becomes an oddity. Witness the Church Of England abandoning so much of the liturgy

that was known prior to WWII by almost all Brits. Today, even Biblical history is rapidly disappearing

from public life.Hitchens goes on to make three counterpoints of common lodestars of what

non-believers argue as reasons for abandoning faith: religious faith causes conflict, moral relativism

and atheism in nation/states. Finally, Hitchens goes on to debate the arguments of how the

alternative to the "Christian" state, i.e.
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